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 Welcome and introductio

 Quiz

 5-D model of Prof. Geert Hofstede

 Presentation of the regional Universities and 
University Colleges

 Discussion 

 Conclusion and closure



The human factor in 
business





“We don’t know who discovered the sea,

but we are sure it wasn’t a fish!”

Arab proverb



Going global has potential problems

Challenges US and European senior executives say they face when managing 
across different countries

Changing individual behaviour 69 %

Cultural differences 65 %

Business practice differences 52 %

Headquarters too remote 44 %

Labour law differences 41 %

Accounting and tax differences 36 %



Multi-cultural teams

When managed well, diverse teams (compared to homoge-
neous teams):

 are more creative

 generate more and better alternatives

 generate more and better criteria for evaluation

 perform better on complex decision-making tasks



Definitions of culture

 culture is the collective programming of the 
human mind (Hofstede)

 culture is a repetitive problem-solving process  
(Trompenaars)

 culture only changes when there is a need for 
survival (Schein)



Human mind programmed by heredity and 
experience in 3 levels

Culture

Inherited
learned

Learned

Inherited

Group: e.g. nation, profession, organisation, family



symbols

heroes

rituals

values

Culture

practices





Culture is learned, not inherited, culture is very 
stable

Culture affects:

 our way of  thinking

 our way of acting and organizing

 our way of relating to each other

 our way of relating to our environment

 our way of perceiving



Problems of encounters across cultures

 ethnocentric judgement

 culture shock

 ineffectiveness of  “normal” organisational practice

 technology is not culturally neutral



Development of the 5-D model

 30 years of research - Professor Geert Hofstede

 IBM Survey, 116.000 questionnaires, 72 countries, 20 
languages

 Chinese Value Survey 1987 - Bond et al. 23 countries



Continuing Research

 IRIC

 Eastern Europe, IRIC 1992 – 1996

 European Elite, 1990 (Hoppe et al.)

 African Value Survey, 1998 (Noorderhaven &  Tidjani)

 Commercial Airline Pilots, 1998 (Helmrich & Merritt)

 Advertising & Consumer Behaviour, 2001 (De Mooij)



The 5-D Model

Value differences between countries can be explained by 
five dimensions of national culture. 

 power distance (PDI)

 individualism (IDV)

 masculinity (MAS)

 uncertainty avoidance (UAI)

 long term orientation (LTO)



“All animals are equal,

but some are more equal than others”

George Orwell



Power distance

The extent to which the less powerful members of 
institutions and organisations accept that power is 

distributed unequally



Power distance

low power distance (PDI -) 

 being independent 

 hierarchy for 
convenience

 equal rights 

 superiors accessible

high power distance (PDI +) 

 being dependent 

 hierarchy is existential

 privileges

 superiors inaccessible



Implications

 attitudes towards bosses / subordinates

 delegation and “empowerment”

 decision making



Russia (93)

Belgium (65)

Netherlands (38) 
Germany (35)

PDI -Hierarchy  

-

+



IDV + : Individualism
people are supposed to look after
themselves and their direct family only

IDV - : Collectivism
people belong to ‘in-groups’ that take care of them 
in exchange for loyalty

Individualism



Individualism

collectivism (IDV -)

 the group: “We”

 opinion of the group 

 implicit communication

 loss of ‘face’, shame

 relationship oriented

individualism (IDV +)

 the individual: “Self”

 individual opinions

 explicit communication

 loss of self-respect, guilt

 task oriented



Implications

 relationship versus task

 impact of belonging on behaviour: 

in-group, out-group

 communication styles: indirect versus  direct 



USA                   (90)
Neth (80)
Belgium (75)
Germany (67)

task

relationship

IDV - Task versus relationship 

+

-



“Employee of the Month!!!”

reward or punishment?

Dealing with one's role in society



Reward!



Or punishment???



MAS + :masculinity
the dominant values in society are achievement and 
success

MAS - : femininity
the dominant values in society are caring for others 
and quality of life

Masculinity



Masculinity

feminine (MAS -)

 trying to be better than 
others is neither socially 
nor materially rewarded

 levelling

 consensus

 “independent” 
cooperation 

 sympathy for the 
underdog

masculine (MAS +)

 there are rewards in the 
form of wealth or status 
for the successful 
achiever

 status

 confrontation

 competition

 admiration for achievers



Implications

 dialogue versus debate

 rewards systems

 supporting versus selling bosses

 decision making



competition

consensus

Consensus versus competition (MAS)

UK, Germany (66)
Belgium (54)

Netherlands (14)



Uncertainty avoidance

 In Germany everything is forbidden, unless it is allowed

 In the UK everything is allowed, unless it is forbidden

 In France everything is allowed, even if it is forbidden

 In the Netherlands everything is forbidden and 
everything is allowed



Uncertainty avoidance

The extent to which people feel threatened by ambiguous 

situations and have created beliefs and institutions that try 

to avoid these



Uncertainty avoidance

low avoidance (UAI -)

 low need for structure 
and rules

 risk taking

 emotions not shown

 relaxed

high avoidance (UAI +)

 need for structure and 
rules

 security

 showing emotions

 stressful



Implications

 importance of expertise

 language and communication

 risk acceptance / ownership  



Need for structure   (UAI)

Netherlands (53)

Belgium (94)

Germany (65)

+

_



Distribution of scores within the EU
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6 Culture Clusters

Contest Network

Solar System Pyramid

Machine

Family
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Machine

PDI -

IDV- / IDV+

autonomy

decentralisation

UAI+

high need for structures, 

process, standardisation

MAS +



Solar system

PDI +

IDV +

tension between 

hierarchy and 

individualism

UAI +

more rules  and formality

MAS +



Network
PDI -

autonomy

decentralisation

IDV +

UAI - / ±
risk taking

enterprising

MAS -

consensus

interdependent

co-operation 

(" toko”)
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Typical mas/fem  HR issues

 Remuneration & reward systems 

 Goal setting versus Growing insight (management styles)

 Decision making versus Consensus (leadership styles)

 Feed-back (communication styles)

 Talent management

 Key performance indicators

 Customer service/treatment

• Output versus outcome

• Responsibility and accountability

• Winning versus Participating
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